### Undergraduate Requirements Key

- **>1** Arts & Letters
- **2** Social Sciences
- **>AC** American Cultures
- **>GP** Global Perspectives
- **>IC** International Cultures
- **>IP** Identity/Pluralism/Tolerance
- **>US** Difference, Inequality, Agency
- **AUTH** Major Author Course
- **ETEL** Ethics Minor Elective
- **GRCC** Gender, Race, Class, & Culture
- **HSTP** Major History Req.
- **LOGC** Major Logic Req.

### Graduate Requirements Key

#### Traditions
- **An** Analytic
- **AnAI** Analytic Phil. Advanced Intro
- **Am** American
- **AmAI** American Phil. Advanced Intro
- **Co** Continental
- **CoAI** Continental Phil. Advanced Intro
- **Fm** Feminism
- **FmAI** Feminist Phil. Advanced Intro

#### Historical Periods
- **HA** History of Ancient Phil.
- **HM** History of Modern Phil.
- **H19** History of 19th c. Phil.
- **H20** History of 20th c. Phil.

#### Emerging & Engaged (+ ARNL)
- **Em** Emerging Philosophies
- **Eng** Engaged Philosophies
- **ARNL** Asian, Race, Native, Latina Philosophy

#### Sub-Disciplinary Fields
- **SV** Society
- **KRI** Knowledge, Rationality, & Inquiry
- **M** Metaphysics

Note: for all students incoming Fall 2021, and any other students who choose to pursue their degree under the anticipated new requirements, the following no longer apply: **H20** (Sub-Disc: SV/KRI/M) + (An/Am/Co/Fm [but the Adv Intros do still apply]) + ARNL (which is now subsumed under Em/Eng).